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2018 was another landmark 
year for Amazon, as the 
retail giant beat many of 
its own sales records and 
grew its Prime membership 
base. Amazon’s third annual 
Prime Day event was its 
most successful yet, and 
Cyber Monday was the most 
lucrative sales day in the 
company’s history.1 
Advertisers are taking notice and growing their own 
investments in the platform. eMarketer projects that 
US advertisers alone spent $7.41 billion in 2018, 
which is a 122.6 percent increase year over year. 
That figure would give Amazon a 6.8 percent share 
in the US digital ad market – behind only Google 
and Facebook.2 Merkle data backs these trends, and 
while it is unreasonable to expect that growth rate 
to continue, don’t be surprised to see growth rates 
above 50 percent over the next few years, as more 
advertisers use the platform, and Amazon continues 
to invest in expansion. 

1https://www.cnet.com/news/amazons-cyber-monday-2018-was-its-biggest-shopping-day-ever/
2https://www.emarketer.com/content/amazon-advertising-2018 
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WITH GREAT GROWTH CAME 
MANY CHANGES
With significant growth came a bevy of changes and 
improvements to Amazon’s Advertising product portfolio. One of 
the most noticeable changes was the rebranding of its Amazon 
Marketing Services (AMS), Amazon Media Group (AMG), and 
Amazon Advertising Platform (AAP) offerings under the moniker 
“Amazon Advertising,” back in September of last year. They did 
this with the purpose of “[taking] another step toward our goal of 
providing advertising solutions that are simple and intuitive for 
the hundreds of thousands of advertisers who use our products 
to help grow their business,” according to Paul Kotas, the SVP 
of Amazon Advertising.3  This change was mostly cosmetic. 
The previous functionality from all three legacy platforms 
remains intact in Amazon’s simplified product portfolio that 
includes Sponsored Ads, Stores, Display & Video, Demand-Side 
Programmatic, and its various measurement solutions. 

In addition to the rebranding initiative, Amazon affirmed its 
commitment to improving its advertising platform by investing 
in new features and several quality-of-life updates. These 
changes addressed pain points for current advertisers and 
made it easier for those new to advertising on Amazon. Below 
is a recap of some of the most notable changes that occurred 
within the last year:

• A new campaign performance dashboard was established 
for both Sponsored Products and Sponsored Brands 
that visualizes key campaign performance metrics for 
advertisers.

• API bidding capabilities were introduced for both 
Sponsored Products and Sponsored Brands. 

• Headline Search Ads were rebranded as Sponsored 
Brands, expanding the number of potential placements on 
the site for the ad type and introducing new automated and 
manual bidding options. 

• Portfolio budgeting was rolled out, allowing advertisers to 
group campaigns together as they see fit under a unified 
budget to be used over a set time frame.

• The ability to showcase deal ASINs is now an option in an 
advertiser’s Amazon Store.

• Amazon owned and operated mobile app inventory is 
now integrated into the self-service DSP.

• Five additional display Advertiser Audiences were 
introduced, each extending reach within a brand’s most 
qualified purchaser audience.

All of these changes were made with one goal in mind – to 
continually improve the advertiser experience. The various 
updates all feed into different components of what’s called the 
Amazon advertising flywheel of owned, paid, and earned media.3https://advertising.amazon.com/blog/amazon-advertising-simplified?ref_=blog-list
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FUELING THE 
AMAZON 
ADVERTISING 
FLYWHEEL  
IN 2019
In this playbook, we will explain the Amazon advertising flywheel effect and its impact on 
vendors and sellers alike. We’ll dive into the three distinct components that comprise the Amazon 
advertising flywheel, including owned media, paid media, and earned media. Ultimately, we want 
you to understand that creating a successful Amazon business doesn’t happen by chance, nor 
does it happen overnight. Amazon is a complex ecosystem of interconnected products, where 
every decision can impact your broader Amazon business. Therefore, being successful on 
Amazon requires:

1. Intimate knowledge of the Amazon marketplace and its ever-changing competitive 
landscape

2. An integrated strategy that addresses each component of the Amazon advertising flywheel 
and brings together teams to support merchandising, marketing, advertising, the supply 
chain, and brand advocacy

3. Deliberate decision making with an understanding of the downstream impact 

UNDERSTANDING THE AMAZON 
ADVERTISING FLYWHEEL’S IMPACT  
ON YOUR BUSINESS
In order to understand the flywheel, it’s important to know how each component is defined and 
what it includes. Owned media refers to organic content on product detail pages (e.g., titles, 
bullets, descriptions, etc.) and Amazon store pages – think Amazon SEO. Paid media is more 
intuitive; it includes all the products within Amazon Advertising’s ever-expanding portfolio of 
search and display ad placements. Earned media is the culmination of your owned media and 
paid media efforts; it includes factors such as detail page sessions, conversions, customer 
reviews, and organic search ranking.
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Every aspect of your Amazon business, 
from retail to advertising, is interconnected. 
With every decision comes an opportunity 
for downstream impact. Thus, to be 
successful on Amazon, your business must 
have a holistic strategy that addresses each 
stage of the Amazon advertising flywheel to 
achieve efficiencies at scale.

SIMPLY PUT, you cannot efficiently 
scale your Amazon business through 
search and display advertising (paid 
media) if your product detail pages 
aren’t optimized to drive relevant 
traffic that leads to conversions 
(owned media), as this directly 
impacts your organic search ranking 
and reviews (earned media). 

OWNED MEDIA
• Product content

• Amazon store pages

EARNED MEDIA
• Personalization 

widgets

• Inputs to earned 
media
– Search rank
– Detail page views
– Positive customer 

reviews
– Orders

PAID MEDIA
• Display and search 

advertising 

• Retail merchandising
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ESTABLISHING A STRONG 
BRAND PRESENCE ON 
AMAZON WITH  
OWNED MEDIA
Before advertisers can realize gains from paid or earned media, it’s critical that they 
build a strong foundation of owned media through which customers can interact. 
Owned media’s role in a program on Amazon is threefold.

First, building a strong brand experience on Amazon gives customers a richer, more 
pleasant on-site shopping experience, making them more likely to become repeat 
customers. As Amazon continues to get more crowded with competitors, owned 
media is one of the most effective tools brands can use to differentiate themselves.

Secondly, owned media indirectly fuels earned media by giving sellers a platform for 
creating positive customer experiences that will earn them good reviews.

Finally, owned media is where paid media will drive customers. Landing shoppers on 
a well-curated page boosts your ad campaign’s likelihood of succeeding.

Thankfully, building your brand on Amazon has never been easier than it is now. 
In the past year, Amazon has taken several steps to help each brand selling on its 
platform portray itself in a way that can be nearly as robust and visual as selling on its 
own website. There are several key assets that fall under the owned media umbrella.
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PRODUCT DETAIL PAGES
For every product you list on Amazon, there are two parties that need to understand 
what it is you’re selling. First, the customer must understand the key attributes and 
benefits of your product to be compelled to purchase it. Second, Amazon’s A9 algorithm 
needs to understand for which queries a given item is relevant. Key fields like titles, 
descriptions, and bullet points should convey important product attributes and be 
optimized to align with the way customers search for your products.

Beyond typical product attributes, A+ or Enhanced Brand content offers customers 
more information like rich images, charts, and narrative copy to deepen their interaction 
with your product. This additional information enhances the shopper’s experience with 
your brand by providing data that shows similar products and simplifies the purchasing 
decision while conveying a basic brand story.

Providing comprehensive, accurate product information to customers is critical for 
building strong performance history on Amazon. Good product information helps 
Amazon serve the right products to customers and enables customers to understand 
exactly what product they’re receiving, making them more likely to have a positive 
experience and leave a 4- or 5-star review. A long history of positive reviews feeds into 
earned media, with Amazon using good customer experiences as a signal that your 
products are worth driving traffic to. 

BRAND REGISTRY
For Vendor or Seller Central users who manufacture their own goods, Brand Registry 
is a must for protecting brand integrity. To enroll, you must have an active registered 
trademark, the ability to verify you have the trademark, and an Amazon account 
associated with Vendor or Seller Central. Once in the program, you gain access to tools 
that allow you to share authoritative product information with Amazon to proactively 
prevent violations. You can also find and report violations if other sellers are not 
adhering to your product data.

If your brand is not registered, the product data established for a given ASIN could 
have been created by someone else selling that product, and anyone selling that ASIN 
thereafter (including you!) will need to change their product data to match it, even if 
the information is not correct. Being able to control the data that Amazon has for your 
products means high-quality, 100 percent accurate product listings, which is a baseline 
need for being able to give customers a good shopping experience.

ESTABLISHING A 
STRONG BRAND 
PRESENCE ON AMAZON 
WITH OWNED MEDIA
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KEY TAKEAWAYS 
• Provide robust, accurate information on product detail pages (PDP) to create a positive 

customer experience that will drive purchases and good reviews.

• Use as many features as possible on Store Pages and think of it as not just a venue for 
selling products but also your opportunity to build brand loyalty on Amazon.

• If you are a Vendor or Seller Central user who manufactures your own goods, Brand 
Registry is the best way to protect your brand image by controlling the product data.

AMAZON STORES
Amazon Store Pages are the foundation for showing customers your brand story and are 
available to vendors as well as brand-registered sellers. Similar to a website, they enable you 
to build an elevated shopping experience across all devices, showcasing your brand and value 
proposition through lifestyle images and added content. Products can be organized through 
category and subcategory pages to enable easy browsing for shoppers.

This form of owned media helps create an identity for brands on Amazon and boosts the brand 
in a number of ways. From an experience perspective, it gives customers an easily navigable, 
comprehensive look at a wide variety of products in a visually appealing setting. It gives them 
a taste of your brand flavor and, assuming they have a positive experience, gives them the 
opportunity to visit your store page directly the next time they’re seeking a product you sell. 
From an earned media standpoint, it keeps customers in a space where they can view only 
your products, making them more likely to purchase one of your items. It could also potentially 
increase their likelihood of ordering multiple products and provide a boost to average order 
value (AOV). As a bonus, Amazon Store pages can serve as a landing page for Google or 
Facebook ads, offering more opportunity to move customers that are off-platform into the 
Amazon ecosystem.

ESTABLISHING A 
STRONG BRAND 
PRESENCE ON AMAZON 
WITH OWNED MEDIA
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INCREASING BRAND 
VISIBILITY ON 
AMAZON WITH 
PAID MEDIA
Once you establish a strong brand presence on Amazon through owned media, 
it’s time to increase overall brand visibility across the Amazon marketplace by 
investing in paid media. Amazon Advertising has invested heavily in its self-
service platforms with the intention of creating a streamlined media activation 
process. While campaign launch is relatively simple, understanding the intricacies 
of the Amazon ecosystem and determining an optimal mix of Amazon Advertising 
placements that deliver sales volume and profitability at scale is much more 
complex. All too often, brands employ a fragmented media strategy that fails to 
address each stage of the Amazon customer journey. 

AWARENESS
Customer views 
advertisement.

CONSIDERATION
Customer reads product 
detail page and reviews, 
compares brands.

EXPERIENCE
Customer receives 
and uses product. 

LOYALTY
Subscribe and save; repeat customer. 

PURCHASE
Customer adds 
product to cart. 

ADVOCATE
Word-of-mouth 
marketing; customer 
writes review.
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INCREASING BRAND 
VISIBILITY ON AMAZON 
WITH PAID MEDIA

According to Amazon, the typical customer path to conversion isn’t linear, but rather 
a series of inter-connected touchpoints across the Amazon marketplace. To win on 
Amazon, you must show up at all touchpoints, meaning you must have a mix of search 
and media activation. 

AMAZON SEARCH ADS
Amazon Search follows a cost-per-click (CPC) advertising model composed of three 
distinct ad types: Sponsored Products, Sponsored Brands (formerly Headline Search 
Ads), and Product Display Ads. Below is a high-level summary of each:

AD TYPE TARGETING PLACEMENTS LANDING PAGE

SPONSORED  
PRODUCTS

Keywords, product 
attributes (e.g., ASIN, 
category, brand, price, 
ratings & reviews)

Search results (top of 
search, below-the-fold), 
product details, add-
to-cart, check out, and 
order confirmation

Product detail pages

SPONSORED  
BRANDS

Keywords Search results (top of 
search, left-hand rail, 
bottom of page)

Amazon Stores, custom 
search results, product 
detail pages

PRODUCT  
DISPLAY ADS

ASIN, category, or 
interests

Product details Product detail pages

To fully capitalize on the Amazon search opportunity, advertisers must have a robust 
campaign structure with a mix of ad types, placement options, and manual and 
automatic targeting. This, coupled with a comprehensive keyword strategy, allows a 
brand to surface in front of relevant customers as frequently as possible and ultimately 
capture the sale.

There are several paid media strategies for driving traffic to owned media sources, 
each of which plays a key role in a well-built ad campaign. The ultimate goal for each 
of these strategies is to increase relevant traffic to your products, driving more page 
views and purchases.

Brand coverage/defense is an integral part of any Amazon Search strategy to increase 
your share of voice and control your brand presence. Amazon does not recognize the 
relationship between brands and searches for brand names the same way that Google 
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INCREASING BRAND 
VISIBILITY ON AMAZON 
WITH PAID MEDIA

does, making it easier for a competitor to steal that traffic. While this can be a good 
thing when you are trying to conquest against your competitors, it puts your brand 
traffic at risk of not capitalizing on low-cost, high-converting traffic. Serving across all 
ad formats on your brand keywords ensures that high-intent customers are getting 
to your product pages and not your competitors’. If you’re hesitant to invest in this 
strategy, consider running a holdout test to see how performance changes with and 
without running ads on your own brand.

Paid media is also useful for customer acquisition. It’s important to be present 
when your customers are searching and browsing on Amazon, regardless of where 
they are in the customer journey. New customers are generally acquired mid-
funnel via competitive, non-brand searches or through smart category targeting. 
New customers can also be reached closer to the bottom of the funnel through 
competitor conquesting, though this is typically a less efficient, more costly 
endeavor. For Sponsored Brand Ads, Amazon now provides new-to-brand metrics 
to help advertisers gauge how often a given campaign is driving orders from new 
customers. These metrics, while imperfect, can aid in identifying which ads or 
initiatives are most effective for customer acquisition efforts.

Regardless of your method, competing in the paid ad space means paying-to-play 
at scale while effectively adhering to any necessary budgets to increase overall 
visibility. This requires a bidding process that drives traffic and conversions that 
deliver results in line with your broader business goals. As efficiencies improve, 
funding can be re-invested to further drive the flywheel effect.

AMAZON DISPLAY AND VIDEO ADS
Amazon’s digital display and video advertising solutions are the perfect complement 
to advertisers’ Amazon search activations. Through this demand-side platform (DSP), 
Amazon offers proprietary shopper targeting that can be leveraged on Amazon’s 
owned and operated inventory (Amazon.com and IMDb.com), in addition to the 
open exchange. There are self-service and managed-service options available with 
Amazon DSP. Self-service has no fee and is a good option for teams with experience 
managing display ads, while the managed-service option offers more hands-on 
support but comes with a fee.

Display and video on Amazon are important components of Amazon advertising 
because they have greater reach, offer more targeting options, and help reinforce 
the efforts of the search program. Display can reach folks higher in the funnel 
through ad formats like video to introduce shoppers to your brand and encourage 
them to engage with your product detail pages and other owned media. This can 
be done effectively through the use of various audience and segmentation options. 
As with any upper-funnel tactics, keep in mind that ROI might not be as consistently 
strong as an Amazon search program’s ROI.

Audience targeting is only available through Amazon display/video, and unlike 
search ads, it presents an opportunity to tailor the content of your owned media 
based on where the customer is in the journey. Some of the audiences available 
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include people who have viewed similar products on Amazon, people who have 
viewed any of your brand products, and lifestyle-related audiences (people who 
historically have shown interest in a given category). Display and video also reach 
customers through inventory that isn’t available for search ads. Through in-app 
Amazon.com and IMDb.com inventory, brands can connect with consumers who are 
actively on the platform looking to purchase. 

Reaching as many relevant customers as possible is crucial because it builds the 
pool of users available for another display format called ASIN retargeting. ASIN 
retargeting helps reinforce other efforts by driving multiple PDP views and reminding 
a previous page viewer to buy, helping with earned media.

All of these efforts contribute to earned media by increasing product detail views 
and moving customers down the purchasing funnel. The ads come in a variety of 
formats that inform and inspire customers to take action. The wider targeting and 
placement options give advertisers ways to reach an otherwise unreachable set of 
potential customers in the upper funnel and allow them to tailor content in a way that 
makes shoppers more likely to purchase.  

INCREASING BRAND 
VISIBILITY ON AMAZON 
WITH PAID MEDIA

KEY TAKEAWAYS 
• Employing a paid media strategy that utilizes both display and search allows advertisers to 

drive customers to their owned media at every point of the purchasing funnel on Amazon. 
One Merkle client saw a branded keyword click traffic lift of 245 percent by running both 
programs concurrently.

• A robust search strategy captures demand through brand defense, non-brand/competitive 
searches, and competitor conquesting.

• Using a mix of higher-funnel display ads, such as video, and lower-funnel ads, such as 
Amazon Standard Identification Number (ASIN) retargeting, ensures that customers are 
engaged at multiple points in their purchasing journey and reinforces the brand’s other 
paid media efforts.
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MEASURING THE 
AMAZON ADVERTISING 
FLYWHEEL EFFECT 
THROUGH 
EARNED MEDIA
The most beautiful, clear, actionable, well-targeted ad may not work if the customer 
gets to your product detail page and there aren’t any customer reviews to read, or 
the product isn’t available for immediate shipment, or your price isn’t competitive. 

Amazon built its customer base by focusing its business model on always putting 
the customer first. To win in earned media on Amazon, Amazon must believe you 
can represent its customer-first mindset through your product selection and ability 
to drive traffic to it. As the name implies, you have to earn it. While some parts of 
this are a black box, reviews and orders are concrete metrics a brand can use to 
understand how Amazon views their performance. Better reviews, more sales, and 
higher detail page views lead Amazon to think more highly of your product, allowing 
it to move up organically and become cheaper to advertise. As with any data-driven 
decisions, the more reviews and purchases a product gets, the more confident 
Amazon can be in the data, which will presumably make it more comfortable putting 
your products in front of customers.
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You can hopefully see by now 
how all the pieces of your Amazon 
program are intertwined. Your 
polished owned media generates 
some sales on its own, generating 
earned media. You layer on paid 
media to generate even more 
product detail views on your 
owned media, driving more sales 
and strengthening your earned 
media. This boosts your products 
in organic results and makes 
your paid media even cheaper, 
allowing you to spread your 
marketing dollars more widely to 
capture even more customers. 
This loop continues to reinforce 
itself, pushing products upward in 
a virtuous cycle.

MEASURING THE 
AMAZON ADVERTISING 
FLYWHEEL EFFECT 
THROUGH EARNED 
MEDIA

CONCLUSION
The underlying idea of the Amazon advertising flywheel is that nothing 
on Amazon operates within a vacuum, and neither should the teams 
managing your Amazon business. On Amazon, maybe more so than 
any other advertising platform, it’s critical for merchandising, marketing, 
advertising, supply chain, and brand advocacy teams to work together with 
one cohesive plan. Brands need to develop a holistic Amazon strategy that 
puts customers first by engaging with them at multiple touchpoints with 
meaningful, polished media.

It’s important to recognize that there will be no defining action, no 
single decision that engages the flywheel effect. Only after a series 
of compounding actions, “turn upon turn,” will you have built enough 
momentum to propel the Amazon advertising flywheel and thus maximize 
your business’s opportunity within the Amazon marketplace.

OWNED MEDIA
• Product content

• Amazon store pages

EARNED MEDIA
• Personalization 

widgets

• Inputs to earned 
media
– Search rank
– Detail page views
– Positive customer 

reviews
– Orders

PAID MEDIA
• Display and search 

advertising 

• Retail merchandising
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PARTNER WITH 
MERKLE TO 
STRENGTHEN 
YOUR OWNED, 
PAID, AND 
EARNED MEDIA
Merkle has a strong track record of building success for marketers and brands on 
Amazon by optimizing all of the pieces that feed into the flywheel. Connect with us 
today to learn how to build and grow your Amazon business. Visit our website at 
merkleinc.com, or email us at merkleamazon@merkleinc.com to learn more.

ABOUT MERKLE
Merkle is a leading data-driven, technology-enabled, global performance marketing 
agency that specializes in the delivery of unique, personalized customer experiences 
across platforms and devices. For more than 30 years, Fortune 1000 companies and 
leading nonprofit organizations have partnered with Merkle to maximize the value 
of their customer portfolios. The agency’s heritage in data, technology, and analytics 
forms the foundation for its unmatched skills in understanding consumer insights 
that drive people-based marketing strategies. Its combined strengths in performance 
media, customer experience, customer relationship management, loyalty, and 
enterprise marketing technology drive improved marketing results and competitive 
advantage. With 7,000 employees, Merkle is headquartered in Columbia, Maryland, 
with 21 additional offices in the US and 33 offices in Europe and APAC. In 2016, the 
agency joined the Dentsu Aegis Network. For more information, contact Merkle at 
1-877-9-Merkle or visit www.merkleinc.com.
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